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About This Content

Enjoy catchy tunes while you cause mischief! The Catlateral Damage soundtrack includes 9 tracks from the game composed by
Brandon Ellis.

Track listing:
1. Never a dull mewment (Main Theme)

2. Pawsitive Catitude (Apartment Theme)
3. Feline fine (Alternate Theme)
4. Cabin fefur (Cabin Theme)

5. Claws and effect (Modern Theme)
6. Supurr tasteful catastrophe (Mansion Theme)

7. Beg your pawdon (Mewseum Theme)
8. Cleanup on aisle fur! (Supermarkat Theme)
9. Get meowta here! (Furightful Lab theme)
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Umineko When They Cry is that unique title that is worth your time and money. If you are a huge fan of detective stories, I
must say that Umineko When They Cry is the best of the best: it is quite difficult to anticipate what might happen next and
because of that this visual novel is that great.

The visual novel focuses on a very wealthy family called Ushiromiya, which is the main focus of the novel. The family consists
of the ruling father, his adult children, and their children and spouses. One day, the family doctor reveals that the oldest
Ushiromiya does not have much time to live, implying that there will soon be a huge battle, regarding the inheritance of all the
fortune.

During the yearly family meeting, the issue in question will be settled. The thing is, the family meeting will take place on a
remote island. When the whole Ushiromiya family reaches the island, they will be involved in a very mysterious case. Not only
will they have to find out the secret behind the fortune of the head of the Ushiromiya family, but they will also have to find the
culprit that will kill their family members and the staff.

All in all, I have never been a fan of visual novels; however, Umineko When They Cry is that rare gem that you might find once
in a while. Its story is something that you will never guess, its story is something that will amaze you. Even if you are not a fan
of vns and have never read them, do give Umineko When They Cry a try, it is worth it.. Good game nice and passive, I would
strongly recomend some my dynamics to the business managment of the game for instance having General managers, Regional
managers, Distric managers and even Executives in large enough companies also I recomend allowing to chain businesses
together to allow larger businesses to be built. Possibly Allow your company to go public , Another dynamic that would create
more color is if when hiring employees you had to hire for specific positions that already exist in the job market.. Seems
overwhelming at first, but it's not that hard to get a hang of. This guy put genuinely good work into it, glad to support this.
Completed 100%, pretty good challenge. Thankfully it has hints for if you get stumped.. Short but sweet. It starts like a regular
VN but then actually bring pretty serious subjects on the plate like death, suicide and bullying. The art is great and there are,
surprinsingly, considerering the length of the novel, at least 4 different good quality tracks.

There are a few choices but I would not call them paths, they change the next few lines and then there are 4 different endings
but picking one option won't change anything until the end. You have all the same choices to make everytimes and it is the
combination of decisions that decide your ending. It took me a little bit more than an hour to get one ending and then ctrl-skip to
get the other 3.

One pretty big flaw is the font, the textbox is really pale and the font is always blue with a white outline. It can be hard to read
against some of the backgrounds and seems pretty low quality compared to the artworks. If the novel was longer it would be a
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big turn off but for this case it is tolerable.

If you value the price with the length it might not be a good purchase at full price but it is an interesting visual novel.. While it's
quite deep and interesting, the UI is rather hard to navigate through if you're not used to text based games, and it lacks a save
file browser which makes it awkward to keep track of your saves.

Despite all this, at it's current price this game is completely worth it if you're looking for a decent strategy game, and there's a
lot of potential for future development
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Wonderland has never been like this before\u2026
These are the first words of trailer, which made me to chek up this game. Sooooo, impressions after 2hours:

[+]
POETIC narrative (!!)
Exciting story
WONDERFUL Art
First VN in VR experience

[-]
Team need to improve controls
Also, there are some issues about interface. Reminded me of some alternate reality where Doom and Tron were the same thing.
That thing is surprisingly fun!. What a fun little prequel to promote the game! Good graphics, intiutive controls, fun gameplay..
Good game. Hard Puzzle.. Yes indeed, a great expansion pack.. I LOVE this game. Yeah, ok, some people hate grinding, I get it.
But if you had told me that I can play as a VAMPIRE TAILOR riding Cerberus to the store to get an armoire for his evil lair? I
would not have hesitated to buy it for ONE second. SOLD. Sign me up for more of that.
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